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METHOD FOR CASING A WELLBORE 
Technical field 

This invention relates in general lo installing well casing in oil and gas 
wells and in particular to a method involving fabricating and collapsing casing, running 

5    the collapsed casing into the well and opening the casing into a cylindrical 
configuration. 

Background Art 
Oil and gas wells are typically drilled by installing a conductor pipe to first 

10 depth, then drilling the well to a second depth. A string of casing is made up by 
coupling together sections of pipe, each being about forty feet long and lowering it 
inside the conductor pipe in a nested arrangement. Cement is then pumped down the 
casing which flows back up the annulus between the casing and the open borehole. 
Drilling is resumed to a third depth and the process is repealed with anojther smaller 

15 diameter nested casing. An even smaller diameter string of casing may be installed at a 
fourth depth. 

These casings serve to support the borehole wall and to prevent undesired 
outflow of drilling fluid into the formation or inflow of fluid from the formation into 
the borehole from strata other than the target production strata. The nested 

20 arrangement requires a relative large borehole at the upper part of the well bore due to 
the thickness of casing couplings and also due to the minimum clearance necessary 
between casing to displace cement in the annulus space. 

Larger borehole are more costly to drill since they require larger drill bits, more 
mud, and more cuttings disposal. Also, a larger diameter pipe has a lower pressure 

25 rating for the same wall thickness than a smaller diameter pipe, in consequence the 
casing have to cover the previous one up to the wellhead to enhance the pressure 
capability as the well goes deeper. Also conventional casing requires a derrick to 
make-up the pipe sections and lower the casing string into the well. Derricks are big 
and costly to move, and running casing in forty foot section is time consuming. 

30 Liners are employed in some weUs. A liner is similar to a casing, however, 
rather than extending completely to the surface wellhead, the upper end of the liner is 
suspended on the lower end of the previous string. Liners still must be run by making* 
up pipe sections together and are employed usually to extend in limited lengths from 
only the smallest diameter full length easing installed. 

35 Coil tubing units permit one to rapidly run a continuous metallic tubing into a 
well. The tubing is plastically coiled on large reels. A pushing mechanism straightens 
up the tubing and lowers it into the well as it is uncoiled from the red. Coil tubing is 
used to circulate fluids into wdls for various purposes. However, h is seldom used to 
serve as casing due to its small diameter. Coil tubing is smaller in diameter than 

40 typical casing, which have usually a minimum diameter of five inches. It would require 
a large reel to be able to coil several thousand feet of metallic casing of five inches in 
diameter or larger. 

Disclosure Of Jnvemiorj 
45 In this invention, a metal strip plate is formed in a generally tubular 

configuration, and welded longitudinally with at least one string of continuous tubing 

CONFIRMATION COPY 
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inserted dunng the manufacturing process. Alternatively circular pipe sections about 
forty feet long are welded together and strings of tubing are threaded inside The 
casing is then collapsed with the tubing located therein and wound on a small reel due 
to its small height by comparison to its nominal diameter. The upper and lower end 
portions of the casings are generally formed in a somewhat cylindrical configuration 
An opening tool is located in the lower end cylindrical portion. The opening tool has a 
piston and a conical forming head located above the piston. A pressure chamber is 
created below the piston in the lower end portion of the casing. 

The casing is deployed from the reel and folded in a horseshoe shape prior to 
entering the well. When the casing has reached the proper depth, a fluid is pumped 
down the tubing into the pressure chamber to open the casing into a cylindrical shape 
The fluid pressure acts against the piston to push the opening tool upward This 

causes the head of the opening tool to form the casing from the collapsed/folded 
configuration into a cylindrical configuration. The forming tool and the tubina are 
then pulled from the casing. 

Preferably, two strings of tubing are installed in the casing while it is being 
manufectured. One of the strings of tubing serves to pump a cement slurry down 
through a cement shoe located at the lower end of the casing. The cement flows back 
up the annulus surrounding the casing to cement the casing in place. Then fluid is 
pumped down the other string of tubing to open the casing. 

Also after the opening tool reaches the upper end of the casing, a forging tool 
is used to expand the upper end cyrindrical portion of the casing into a metal to metal 
sealing engagement with the lower end of the previously cased section of the well. In 
the preferred embodiment, this involves releasing the running tool from the upper end 
of the casing after the collapsed portion of the casing has been expanded, then 
lowering the forging tool located above the running tool into the casing. Fluid is then 
pumped down to radially forge the upper end of the casing into engagement with the 
lower end of the previous one. 

The opening tool includes a forming head with a conical body with flutes. 
Balls roll along the flutes in rolling engagement with the casing wall as it is being open 
to a cylindrical configuration. The balls force the opening of the casing as they roll 
along the flutes. The balls roll from the flutes into a lower ball passage, an axial 
passage, into an upper passage, and back into the flutes in a continuous cycle. 
Alternatively, the fonning head comprises a conical body with thin dual conical 
segments to increase the fonning head diameter 

Brief Description of Drawing* 
Figures 1A-1D comprise a vertical sectional view of an assembly for casing a 

well, including a collapsed string of casing being installed in a well along with a 
running tool and an opening tool. 

Figure 2 is a cross sectional view of a portion of the running tool of the 
assembly of Figures I A-ID, taken along the line 2-2 of Figure IB. 

Figure 3A is a sectional view of another portion of the running tool of the 
assembly of Figures 1A-1D. taken along the line 3-3 of Figure IB. 

Figure 3B is another sectional view of the running tool taken along the line 3-3 
of Figure IB, but showing the running tool shifted to a released position. 
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Figure 4 is a sectional view of an intermediate portion of the casing of the 
assembly of Figure I, taken along the line 4-4 of Figure 1B. 

Figure 5 is a sectional view of a portion of the opening tool of the assembly of 
Figure IC, taken along the line of 5-5 of Figure IC. 

5 Figure 6 is another sectional view of a portion of the opening tool of Figure 
IC, taken along the line 6-6 of Figure IC. 

Figure 7 is a sectional view of the cement shoe of Figure ID, taken alona the 
line 7-7 of Figure ID. 

Figures 8A and 8B comprise a sectional view of a portion of the assembly of 
io    Figure 1, shown after cementing and during the opening of the intermediate portion of 

the casing. 
Figure 9 is a sectional view of the assembly of Figure 8A, taken along the line 

9-9 of Figure 8A. 
Figure 10 is a sectional view of the assembly of Figure 8A, taken along the line 

15    10-10 of Figure 8A. 
Figure 11 is a sectional view of the assembly of Figure 8B, taken along the line 

11-) 1 of Figure 8B. 
Figure 12 is a sectional view of the forging packers of the assembly of Figure 

I A, shown lowered into the upper end portion of the casing and in the process of 
20    forging the upper end portion of the casing into sealing and locking engagement with 

the lower end of the upper cased section. 
Figure 13 is a sectional view of one of the forging packers of Figure 12, taken 

along the line 13-13 of Figure 12. 
Figure 14 is a sectional view of the well of Figures 1 A-ID, shown after the 

casing has been set and the installation apparatus retrieved. 
Figure 15 is a schematic sectional view illustrating a step in manufacturing the 

collapsible casing of Figures 1A-1D. 
Figure 16 is another schematic sectional view of the casing of Figure 1A-ID, 

showing the addition of an outer layer in the case of a multiple layer casing 
Figure 17 is another schematic sectional view of the casing of Figure 16, 

showing the welding of the additional layer. 
Figure 18 is a sectional view illustrating one of the end portions of the casing 

of Figures IA-1D with a dual layer configuration. 
Figure 19 is a schematic view illustrating the collapsed casing of Figures 1A- 

1D being uncoiled from a reel, folded in a horse shoe shape and lowered into a well. 
Figure 20 is a flattened sectional view of the casing of Figure 19, shown along 

the line 20-20 of Figure 19. 
Figure 21 is a folded sectional view of the casing of Figure 19, shown along 

the line 21-21 of Figure 19. 
Figure 22 is a schematic view illustrating valves for controlling the flow of 

fluids to the installation apparatus of Figures 1 A-ID. 
Figure 23 and 24 are isometric views illustrating an alternative design for the 

opening tool including expander segments. 

Be* Mode for Carrying Out the Invention 
Referring to Figures 1A-ID, the well illustrated has a cased section 11 which 
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has already been cemented in place and an open hole section 13 which extends bdow 
cased secuon ll to the target depth. A continuous string of casing 15 according to 
he .nvenaoa js shown in place in the well with a lower end portion 15a « 2Tower 

exfend^™ hT      T°° °   ^ portion 15b Z extends from the lower end portion upward, typically several thousand feet to an 
upper end port.on 15c. Upper end portion 15c overlaps the lower portion^ ^ 
secuon 11.   Casing lower and upper end ponions 15a. 15c each are somewrm 

cLn? 2 y ?tCndm8, ChanndS °" t0th thC innCT and °*« *™Ls of ^ providing inward protruding valleys J7a alternating with outward protruding 
peaks 17b Intermediate portion 15b. shown in Figure 4, is collapsed and fold* 
havmg a bight 18 that curves inward and touches the opposite side, which is gen^Hy 
arcuate when lowered into the wdlbore. generally 

Referring to Figure ID, a cement shoe 19 is located at the lower end of casine 
T?™ ^ !5a. L

CCment ^ 19 Provides a end *P f™ 15 and is made of dnUable material with a cementing port 20 extending axiaily through it A metal 
slmger 21 engages sealingly into the upper portion of cementing port 20. Stinger 21 is 
a tubular member having a conduit 23 for pumping down a cement slurry through 
cementing port 20 which flow back up the annulus space surrounding the casing 15 as 
indicated by the arrows. Stinger 21 has also some flow ports 25 which are isolated 
from conduit 23 and lead to the exterior of stinger 21. 

A cement slurry tubing 27 extends continuously through casing 15, and has its 
lower end coupled to stinger 21 for connecting with conduit 23. Similarly a fill-up 
tubing 29 extends continuously through casing 15 and has its lower end coupled to 
stinger 21 for delivering fluid to ports 25. Tubing strings 27, 29 are, conventional 
metal coiled tubmg strings of about one inch in diameter. 

An opening tool 31 is housed in casing lower end portion 15a, shown in Figure 
1C. above stinger 21. Opening tool 31 includes on its lower end a piston 33. Piston 
33 is an dastomenc cup sliding seal, which has straight axialry extending grooves on 
its exterior for meshing with the corrugations 17 of casing lower end portion 15a. 
Piston 33 has a packing element 33a to seal around tubing strings 27, 29. A pressure 
chamber 35 is located in the space surrounding stinger 21 above cement shoe 19 and 
below piston 33. In the runmng-in position, as shown in Figure ID, pressure chamber 
35 is at its minimum volume. A cylindrical metal piston head 37 extends upward from 
piston 33. Piston head 37 is engaging a sleeve 48 which a smaller outer diameter than 
the mner diameter of casing lower end portion 15a at valleys 17a. 

Opening tool 31 has a tapered or conical forming head 39 that tapers from a 
smaller diameter upper end to a larger diameter at lower end. Head 39 has vertical 
flutes 41 which align with valleys 17a, as shown in Figure 5. A plurality of balls 43 
roll down flutes 41 of head 39. Balls 43 are movable through two axial passages 45 a 
plurality of lower lateral passages 47, and a plurality of upper lateral passages 49 
Piston head 37 initially is in a lower position within a sleeve 48 of head 39, providing a 
chamber for a number of balls 43 as shown in Figure 1C. When piston head 37 is 
pushed upward, until it will enter in contact with a flange 50 of head 39 as shown in 
Figure 8A, it will push the balls 43 upward through axial passages 45. Balls 43 move 
outward on upper ball passages 49, down flutes 41, and back inward in lower ball 
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SgTs.47 ,0       PaSM8eS 45    " COn,inuous ^ « ««»fy 39 move, upward in 
Referring again to Figure IC. opening tool 31 has a cylindrical too end 51 

wluch has an outer diameter equal to the minimum inner diameteTof c^ngtowTend 
■   portion IS*, which is measured a. valleys 17a. Balls 43 will engage valley? 

comamedin (lutes 4. ^ bend the casing wal. to line up with eTpanded^ks m 
While at the upper end of flutes 41. the diameter from one ball 43 to an opposL ball 
43 ta substantially equal to the diameter between valleys 17a When ball, a? ,r . 
We^of0u,es4..asshowninRgUre8^ theuT 
measured from one ball 43 to an opposite ball 43 at the lower ends of flute 4 i 
greater than the minimum inner diameter of casino lower end 
Conscuemly. ball, 43 push valleys 17a outw^opZ m a s^oth ci^iar 
conation, the upper end of casing lower portion 15aTopeningTo° S. 

15b is 2^5 t *' C"inS *■ "'ermediate portion 15b is opened from its folded configuration ahead of the opening tool 31 and the 
contact between the inner wall and the opening tool 31 is made o^ly by the bans 43 
rolling on flutes 41 of the conical forming head 39. 
end » ^ IB; L™^"8 ,001 55   l0Cited " *• *°P of <=«si"8 upper Md porlton 15c. Runrang tool 55 is a tubular member which has an outer sle£e 56 
™l?lr0r f °U'er S'fre 56 te Srooves S8 vertical bands 58a 

,1 ** °f,hrCa?SOn bands 384 which «8ages a mating set of threes 57 formed on valleys 17a in the upper inside end of cuing upper end portion1*T 
2ZT fT-?* 1,7,*nd 8reov" 58- threads 57 *"l*« ^mmuous and located only on the valleys 17a. 

Outer sleeve 56 is supported by an inner body 59, which has a smooth 
2SSE? iTEL ,°VtCr^Te 56 has a J^n 61 ««* Protrudes inwardly into an elongated U-shapedI Mot 63 formed in outer body 59. J-slot 63 has a first leg 63^ 
and a^parallel second leg 63a joined at the bottom. During rurming-in of casing 15 J- 
pin 61 w,n be at the upper end of the first leg 63a and S m th» 
tte weight of the casing 15 hanging on the running string connected to the teero^S 
59. After casing; nrtermediate portion 15b has been opened, the weight of the casing 
15 is supported by the numerous contacts with the inner wall or the borehole. After 
opening has been completed, the operator will lower the running string 72 which 
lowers the inner body 59 relative to outer sleeve 56. Subsequent.^, the opemor^H 
pick up the running string 72 to place the J-pin 61 in the second leg 63b. This causes 
sleeve 56 to rotate an increment, as shown by the arrow in Figure 3B, disengaging the 
U^eads on outer sleeve 56 from threads 57. Bands 58a on oSer sleeve 

£±^£7* "* "!° b?l0wefed i^o casing upper end portiorf15c. Ruiinnig tool 55 has a mam supply passage 64 connected to the passage in the 
lower part of packer string 69 which extends into inner body 59. A cement slurw 
passage 65 (Fig. 3A) connected to tubing string 27 is located in running tool 55 and 
can be connected to the lower end of mam supply passage 64. Similarly, a fill-up 
passage 67 cwmected to tubing string 29 can be connected to the lower end of main 
»Wry passage 64.. 

Inner body 59 of running tool 55 is connected to the packer string 69 by 
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10 

25 

30 

threads. The upper part of packer string 69 features a centraiizer 70. Two or more 
forging packers 71 are mounted on the packer string 69 between centraiizer 70 and 
inner body 59. Forging packers 71, when supplied with high internal pressure from a 
down hole pressure murtiplicator (not shown), will inflate and radially expand to 
plastically forge the upper end of casing upper end portion 15c, as shown in Figure 12 
Hydraulic passages 73, extending through packer string 69, can be connected via 
fnTl^oUPLTr t0 'To - ^ °f ^ SUPP,y P3Ssa«c 64 ^ ™*«8 tool imer body 59. Paker stnng 69 is connected at centraiizer 70 to a the running strine 72 
which extends to the surface. Preferably, running string 72 is another string of coiled 
tubingapproximately two inches in diameter. Packers 71 have external axial grooves 
74 which will ahgn w,th valleys 17, of casing upper end portion 15c when pack™ 7* 
are lowered into upper end portion 15c with the centraiizer 70 landed on top of the 
casing 15c as shown in Figure 12. P 

Referring to Figure 22. in the preferred embodiment, electrically actuated 
valves 75, 77 and 79 are mounted in running tool inner body 59 (Fig. IB) Valve 75 is 
in slurry passage 65 and opens and closes flow to tubing 27. Valve 77 is in opening 
fluid passage 67 for opening and closing flow from main supply passage 64 to tubing 
29. Valve 79 is m pressure passage 73 for opening and closing pressure fluid from 
mam supply passage 64 to forging packers 71 (Fig. 1 A). Electrical valve control wires 
(not shown) extend through coiled running string 72 to the surface to a control panel 
A small accumulator (not shown) supplies hydraulic fluid to valves 73, 77, 79 to open 
and close them when electrically actuated. Pumps 80 on the surface, which could be 
either cement or mud pumps are used for delivering pressure fluid down main SUDDIV 
passage 64. *y 1 

Inferring now to Figure 15, casing 15 is fabricated by drawing a first metal 
strip 81 from a red and bending two edges down around two laterally spaced apart 
parallel continuous strings of coil tubing 27. 29. As shown in Figure 16 the edges are 
bent over and welded at seam 82. The upper side is bent into a concave shape 
touching seam 82, while the lower side is flat. Then, a second strip 83 is drawn from a 
red and bent to have upturned edges. As shown in Figure 17, second strip 83 is then 
bent by rollers around first strip 81 while first strip 81 is in the configuration shown in 
Figure 16. Rollers then bend the upper side of strip 83 into a concave shape as shown 
in Figure 20. Casing 15 thus is double-walled and has a flat side 85 that extends 
between parallel tubing strings 27. 29. generally tangent to outer diameter portions of 
tubing strings 27,29. v 

The use of two walls for casing 15 reduces the amount of strain that would 
otherwise occur during opening plastic deformation with a single wall casing having 
the same total thickness. Three or more wall casings might be desirable in certain 
cases. Casing made of multiple wall needs good friction between the wall to resist 
external pressure. Known friction enhancing techniques such as surface stamping, 
surface treatment or coating are desirable to offer adequate external pressure 
capability when open. Also the circumference of the external wall can be made slightly 
smaller than the previous one to offer adequate fretting of the wall when casina is 
open. * 

Casing !5 will be cofled on a red 87 (Fig 19) while in the configuration shown 
in Figure 20. Red 87 is a large member capable of holding up to 5000 feet of casing 
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15 which has a 5-1/2 inch external diameter when exoandeH      .    ,• A ■ t 
configuration.  Figure 18 illustrates corrugation JTZU^^L Jtt? 
upper and lower end portions 15c, 15a OMSK IB  mT h?                 * ?" ooeration  Tho »nm.r      i         j      •    8 IB, ID) by a roller comigatinc 

lew feci in length and arc not wound on reel 87 during transportation from th* manufacturing plant to the well site transportation from the 

1«. and posrt.cn* tubing s.ring, 27,29 closer toward each Xr WmLri^m^h 
o casing mtermediate portion 15b in ,he rounded col^cJ&JZ^^ 
21, is less than the inner diameter of cased section 11 miTxrinST • ^ ! 
of casing intermediate portion 15b whue o?£e collapseo flai J^T* . 
Hgure 20 is greater than the inner diameter ^TtST;' 
folding rollers 89, a gripping and pushing mechanism 91 « emnl™^-nL^ ?4 
pustogmechanism,, cA^t^X^Jggg 
mecharusnis^ It gnps casing 15 whhout deformation, pull, h from red nSimZ 
it downward into the well. The horseshoe shape of Fiaure 21 n»*Ttll ~ • 

m«chanSn
n,nfir?"0n',,CiS? "      68 Une0,1ed fr0-^ « *»° pled by 

™t?,T ThT «tW5" U°t'1 Cen"n* Sh°e 19 is e,ose ,0 *e bottom of open hole 
o^rd™       l"*h.c'."-« 15 «"** Previously selected so that the ^ of portion 15c extends into cased section 11 (Fin  1B1 „~i,„„:„„ ■„ 
substantia, lengfl, Valves 77.79are dosed J val^75 S ^tp»U Zent 
vTeP75 rdT'"men,

ft
Ty 9) d0W"     ^ «• ~g^P« 

to~ irr"^ njbi"E 21 ■ As shown by Ae arrows in R^e iD. 

v0hlm.^
Irttd VOlUnM1 *Cement ta P""^ based on an estimate of the total volume of the annulus as if casing 15 had .heady been opened to the cylindrical 

in,«^rDorUt^'he r0Unded " configutTon^S mtermediate portion 15b. a much greater ahnulus volume initially will be oresent 
around casing mtomediate portion .5b. as shown in Figure 9. SaZ ZSEZ 
Co^uenUy. uuuafly, cement 92 will normally not completely fill the anau^fo ^ 

fluid, or return, wfll flow up the corrugations 17 of the casing upper end section 15c 
mto the anmilu, surrounding running tool 55 flow by ports 60. The reton^w„„ 

71 «« *• ^surrounding run^slg 72 
After pumping the calculated volume of cement shiny, a selected volume of 

flushing fluid will be pumped down cement slurry tubing ^Tto volume" £S£ to 
be just the amount oceded ,0 pu$h cement shiny from conduit 72, tubing 27 and 
T*Z 2\ at? "£,0p<a bonboh- ta' substantially no more. The valve 75 is then 
elosed nod valve 77 is open. Drilling fluid is pumped down conduit 72, which flows 
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begms ,0 push the opening tool 3, upld £ tulg^^™ 
stationary. Due lo the engagement of balls 43 with hJV. j    • ' 7 emiun 

body 3f« a™ ^i,"* 43 Wi" ^ in CT8"~ »nieaJ 

20    seal between easinga when they will be later forged ,ogrt£ L 
move, upward, the volume of pressure chamber* 35 inches   TTZ^ JI 
commute entirely of the casing which could exceed several *oSee^ 

EvenwaUy, forming tool 31 will reach casing upper end portionl^MM, 
pom, ban, 43w.ll push outward on valleys .7a to rounlTthe conugat 

25     7 mto a cyhodncal configuration in the same manner as at casing lower enS™ 
protn.de* a short tetaoc^ upper end portion 15c, shown inRgl m 

30    ^^.fr'^tt^^f^ t»«P"»i»gupward. Whilelowing, tubing JBW 
d~H    S"8My r0"8 **        ,0 ^nmodaTu^mpST^; 

of m«tiT^Jlg «* ,0 SeC0"?Ie8 "b When «■* » incremental amount 

3S    n!I;l^ 57 10 dBtn8a8e from ,he ln™"^ on sleeve 56. releasing 
wZotr'^r^r ^,5e ^5s °- » 

The operator then again drop running string 72 to place formnc nackers 71 
Patios ISc as shown in F„J» ,2. LCJ^KE^ 

of axial externa grooves 58 and external groove, 74 (Fig,. I A, IB) with cessations 
7< ,      P1Cke" 71 <<°wnw^d within caing 3 ^ 
'j't4

C^w70k^^,o*«™^'^erofea,e«Sn 
e^^lT™ UPPtLedge °f "** tai V"*™ 1Sc Valve ^Tnow clo«d and valve 79 open (Fig. 22). Preauriaed fluid i, supplied with mud pum^O 
£mgirunmng stnng 72. This pressure which will be muhipHed by a Imownp^, 
nubptoV«M the forgmg packers 71 to inflate and ptafcdy defonn a portion^ 
upper end portion 15c out mto a tight gripping and sealing engagement with cased 

10 

43 
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section 11. 

Figures 23 and 24 illustrate an alternative desicn for the «n«,i«„ u in lieu of balls on inclined flutes which Jr«2tVZ       ,     P   Dg too! 31 where 

corrugated pomon for easier installation of the opening tool. The fi^ ,7 
c^t,^rf

whe^r,lis 
casing mternal surface. The dual conical segments 34a. 34b and «     iT   j , 

apparent to thn» dcffled to the «, to h u not ro ftrited, bwb aSwi £££ 
change, without dating from the scope of the in^F^^r^Z 
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cotledtubmg nrnrnng «nng 72, if a homing mast is available, convention! drill pipe 
may be U*d to that even,, rather man electrically .ousted valves. d» vZmtaXtl 
accompltshed by baUs or darts down the conduit 64 to selectively closeld 00^ 
passages. Also, tamer than elastomertc packers for expanding I casing upTerS 
pomon. other pressure actuated metal radially expandablemembers may be «Xy2 
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Claims 
I. An apparatus for casing a well, the improvement characterized by the combination of 

a contmuow metal casing (15) that is wound onto a reel (87) 
collapsed configuration (Fig. 20) K  ' generally 

>    ^    deploying means (Fig. 19) for deploying the casing from the reel into the well; 

opening means to open in-situs the continuous metal casina from the A 
corifigurahon mto a cylindrical configurauon. 8 C ^^P5^ 

2. The apparatus according to claim 1 wherein th* rtr»«;«» 
opening ,oo. (3.). con.pris.7g . ^OvTc^X^L^m ZTZ °' l" 
P-stoo (33) and forming a pressure ckLba (35) bcTwe^clo^Sd^l.h V 
located ,n a closed straight end portion of the casing Zi^£2. ^ Pf ""j 
mean, for pumping a fluid into £ pressure ^%££%2Z£^ 
(33 to push the opening tool inside the continuous metal c2mTel^t 
corned fornung head (38. 39) to radially open the continuous^ cisingTs) fli 
thecollapsed configuration into a cylindrical configuration. 8 ( ' 6om 

5. The apparatus according to claim 4, wherein the opening tool (31) is locate in . 

and the fluid is pumped down the string of tubing (29) into the pressure chan^r m 
aomg ag^ns, rte piston (33) to push the opening tool (31) up^d (35) 

6. The apparatus according to claim 4 wherein ther* •« r 
— -y -own the tuning (27), whici £££ aTaSs ^3?fc" 35 casing. 

40 

45 

T Tht apparatus according to claim 2. wherein there are means on the opening tool 
(31) for engaging the collapsed portion of the casing in rolling £2* ^1*1 
openmg tool bernis the casmgwaU *C 

0\)t^^oTflt0 C!T * WbCfcin       "e        on *■ opening tool I) Tor increasing the diameter of the conical fonning head (38,39). 

S>. The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the means to increase the diameter «f 
t^comcal fonmng head (38) are expander dual cone conical 
located , a retracted position and are staggered further up aTm^cnta* wIS 2 
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conicaJ forming head (38). 

^^HUT" * *"* —' — conic, 

deployim? means (Tin 19> al^ u   J- 
v fe     ' ^ wherctn the 

13. The apparatus according to claim I. wherein there are- 

the mtanS (5?) f°' a"4ChinS     ^1001'°    "">" ««Pot- of 

casing ^ nJnn,'nS ,0°''° ' S,rin* <72> f" 'owering the 
the releasable means releasing the running tool (55) from the u«n»r ™A «r*i. 

.14. The apparatus according to claim 13. wherein there are- 

tool;   D,em5 ^ SeQlrin8 *• UPP" md °f ,he Sttin8 of ^ C27. 29) to the running 
means to retain the opening tool on the string of tubing; 

cash* for'^^f.h""3 r?eaSiD?the """""S1001 <5S> from the upper end of the 
3S5£ ^tftX-ZT,? ^ (72)>'te 0peni"8 ,001 <3I> " "ring of racing (27,29) after the casing has been opened into cylindrical configuration. 

n5nTT„.aPTtUS     n"ng 10       '• whefein ,he w'» has an upper cased section 
defonZl •fPP,T'S fi"1he' COmpri'eJ meara ^for^aSy deforming the upper end of the casing (15c) into engagement with the uDoeTutrf section ofthewell(ll). B«B<»™U wnn me upper cased 

16. The apparatus according to claim I. wherein the casing comprises at least two 
concentnc sleeves (81, SJ) in tight contact with each otheT 

^W^T? aCeOT?n8 to.daim 3' Wherdn ,he ^ straight end 
KJ^5" ^""^ " •« — ^ (81. S3) in tight" 
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18. The apparatus according to claim 1. wherein there are- 
first and second strings of tubing (27,29)- 

contained therein and laterdly sp^df^        ° ** "i SeCOnd «"**> °f ^"g 
the easing having a generally cylindrical lower end portion {1 5a> 

portron of the casing (15.) in the open hole section JSSZSffi ° 
„J""f? pUmplng means for Piping cement down at least one string of tubinn 

(27) and cut the cement shoe to return up the annulus surroundmg the <SngT 8 

(29) bto^S Tt FT"'"8 * fluid d0wn * lMa °"e ^of tubing V») mto the pressure chamber, which acts against the Diston mt m n..k JL • 
tool (31) upward relative to the casing (IsTandThe aZl ll T     ' <?Pemn8 

n<M u ^ ( i . ^ of tubn« aftcr *« intermediate portion of the casino (15b) has been opened into the cylindrical configuration. 8 

19. A method for casing in a welibore, comprising' 
a reel (8^^ " «** <,5>     winding the casing onto 

lowering the casing from the red into the well (Fig. 19); and 
configuS05 ^ ^ (15) ^      W^ «*«k» into a cvHndrical 

20. A method according to claim 19, further comprising- 
^I^J * lT T       0f tubin8 <27>1010 ** nietal tubular casing prior of collapsing and winding the metal tubular casing onto a red (87) 
•,nn r?5f*Sm a d0Sfl «■ Dortio"        caring an opening tool (31) which has a 

lowering the casing (15) from the red (87) into the well; and pumping a fluid 
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21. A method according to claim 20, further comprising 

- m - 
pumping a fluid down the tubing into (he erasure ch»™h«- L- U 

agamst the piston (33) to pud, the ^ ff^R *,£■ 
musing the forming head (38. 39) to growio irs^LdriwL, °S)' 
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